Absolute Technology Cures Wi-Fi Woes with New iPhone 5 Case
LINKASE Improves Wi-Fi Signals By Up To 50 Percent
NEW YORK, NY (April 11, 2013) – Following its U.S. debut in March, Absolute Technology, a company
that engineers solutions to enhance users’ everyday mobile device experience, will showcase its
LINKASE for iPhone 5 at Pepcom’s DigitalFocus event for moms, dads and grads. Absolute Technology
has created a new category of performance-enhancing iPhone accessories with the launch of LINKASE,
providing consumers with a protective case for the iPhone 5 that utilizes a built-in antenna certify tested
to enhance Wi-Fi signals by up to 50 percent.
“Wi-Fi has become an essential part of a consumer’s everyday iPhone experience, but getting a strong
enough signal when you need it can be extremely challenging,” said Alan Teng, general manager,
Absolute Technology. “Whether in a dead zone at home or fighting for a signal in a crowded airport
terminal, LINKASE users can enjoy the benefits of a Wi-Fi signal that is twice as strong or more, making
their web searching, video viewing and other online tasks a breeze.”
LINKASE’s Wi-Fi boosting power is fueled by EMW (electromagnetic waveguide), an advanced, signalenhancing technology that functions through the protective case’s proprietary sliding antenna. LINKASE
harnesses the signal of the iPhone 5’s built in antenna and dramatically enhances performance,
improving a user’s Wi-Fi signal by up to 50 percent. iPhone 5 users can simply slide out LINKASE’s
antenna to experience faster Web browsing, upload, and download speeds.
LINKASE’s sleek and protective design uses a durable polycarbonate material, while shock absorbent
rubber shields the phone’s screen. Its multi-layered and non-slip leather coating provides a smooth
touch, ensuring the case is just as stylish as it is functional.
Available for purchase through Amazon.com with expanded retail availability expected in the next few
months, LINKASE retails for $49.95. The product is currently available in five colors—Coal Black, Ash
Gray, Frost White, Chili Red and Antarctic Blue—and each LINKASE comes with an extra EMW element in
a complementary color. Users can personalize their case by creating their own color combinations with
the interchangeable EMW elements.
For more information on Absolute Technology and LINKASE, please visit http://www.absolute.com.tw
About Absolute Technology
Absolute Technology is an award-winning designer and manufacturer of devices that provide solutions
to enhance users’ everyday mobile device experience. Headquartered in Taipei, Taiwan, the company
comprises a group of experts in antenna technology, mechanical engineering and design, all committed

to the overall mission of integrating innovative technology with intuitive design. Follow Absolute
Technology on Facebook, Twitter or You Tube.
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